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SATURDAY MORNING – GLIDER RIGGING – NEED HELPERS PLEASE
SUNDAY MORNING – YOUTH GLIDE – 1000 START PLEASE
MEMBERS NEWS
SATURDAY Instructor Peter Thorpe got the Aerotow down seemed only fair he got the first report
What a great Labour Weekend we had. Saturday was fine so we gathered at the hangar nice and early and
launched MW with myself and Campbell Hall with Warm Air towing at 0930 hrs. Straight down the harbour,
past Musik Point, Beachlands, Orere Point and then just about a straight line to Matamata. We had a brilliant
flight in the glider with little turbulence and good visibility although Warm Air was not quite so happy in RDW,
but he can talk about that. Most of the important people were already at Matamata busy rigging singles when
we landed so we joined in and were ready
for a brief on local procedures by 1100.
The Piako CFI, Julian Mason gave us the
story on local operations, especially when
winching was taking place and then Bill Mace
told us all about their winching procedures
and encouraged our members to share the
experience while we were there.
Gary was first away in MP at 1300 and
disappeared for 2 hs 17 min. That set the
scene for the rest of the afternoon with
most pilots having long flights except for
my dual flights with Genny and Robert and
Roy who had one of those flights you would
rather forget. Some members flew with
the Piako club for spinning and cross
country experience and we made 16 flights for the afternoon. Ray landed out near Te Aroha but that gave
some a chance to get retrieve signed off in their training sheet. I’m sure Ray will tell us about that and his
friends the goats elsewhere in this issue. Most of us went to Matamata for a convivial meal in a pub while
Warm Air watched the rugby.

Towie Graham Lake adds to the tail.

We had a great flight down right up to the point we got intermittent
RPM drops. A little distracting and led to complaints from the baggage train about speeds of 95 kts. The
collective wisdom of our maintainers seemed to be we had some carb icing occasioned by the relatively low
power and the dew point not far from the temperature. Went away as soon as the baggage let go and ran fine
for the rest of the day.

We also managed our only landout
of the weekend with Ray Burns
putting His K6 into a goat farm,
(yes, we are going to take
advantage of this opportunity).
Seems they do not graze the
goats in the paddocks as they are
prone to worms from the soil. So
the grass is mown and fed to them
in their pans. Makes for nice
smooth landout strips.
We got a great towing day helped
no end by a broken fuel bowser at
Matamata and we became the only
game in town one the Pawnee
needed more fuel. Our wee RDW
did a good job towing up a 20m
Duo Discus as well as the PW6 and
Puch. I think we surprised a few folks.
SUNDAY Instructor Rex Carswell had car trouble on the way to get his Fury and could not come. He was
not supposed to be, but Ivor Woodfield stepped up.
The forecast for the day was for showers then rain, and good flying conditions were not expected. I have
planned to have a non flying day, catching up on some reading and generally resting. I got off to a leisurely
start and headed out to sit in the clubhouse
with a good book to finish.
However, not only did the weather defy the
forecasters and turn out Ok, but both
rostered instructor and towie were unable to
get to Matamata. After some discussion I
became the de-facto instructor, and headed
off with others down to the launch end of 28.
Dave Todd had got in three short flights and
good landings in GHU before midday, and the
first flight in a club glider launched around
1330 with Ian O'Keefe and Genny taking a

high launch and a good 80 min flight
exploring the area widely and even checking
out the ridge before running out of time
and heading back. While they were up a
clutch of singles got away, with Garry in
GMP, Dave in GHU, Ray in GBU, and Tony in
GVF all launching over the next hour.
While all this was happening the Matamata
club had set up their winch, and were
working through several launches. As a
result, several ASC members managed to
sample the delights of a winch launch, and
all came down with big grins and bigger
stories.

Next up in GMW was Campbell, with me in the back. We towed up under some decent looking lift to the east
and after confirming we could stay up, got onto the ridge and headed south. For a while we managed to
maintain height, although cloud-base was low in places and rain was threatening. As the rain arrived we worked
the highpoint before making the call to return to the field. With wet wings we worked back up to cloud-base
and headed west, needing to dodge round some heavy rain squalls on the way. Initially our path looked good,
although with wet wings and no lift to be found we initially made the call to join right base onto 28, and then
with one last squall to skirt round we opted for a straight in approach onto 22. We could see the models had
left the strip to us and with a quick call to let everyone know what we were doing, Campbell made a good
approach and landing over the fence, dropping into a short landing. Lots learned on that flight, and pleasing
skill shown by Campbell.
The singles had all returned shortly before us, and the next flight up in GMW was a good flight with Enya who
worked hard and got a good flight, approach and landing despite there being no lift left to be found. One more
launch of GMP and a short circuit and long landing for Campbell and we were packing up for the day and making

ready for dinner.
To end a good day
were were all invited
to a club dinner with
members of the
Matamata club. The
bar was opened and
a great 3 course
spread with laid on
by Jan and Bill.
Great food and
plenty of it, good
company and many
great conversations
meant a really good
finish, and the happy
sounds of laughter
rang out long into
the evening. Thanks
to all concerned for
making us feel so
welcome and feeding us so well

Other stand in instructor Peter Thorpe adds: The weather was not quite so good on Sunday but we still made
12 flights and lots of members tried the thrill of winch launching. That evening was a great roast dinner laid
on by Jan Mace and it got quite noisy at the girls’ table afterwards. Must have been the wine.
MONDAY Ivor again…..
Monday started with a heavy fog, which quickly burned off to reveal a clear blue sky. We had a good day
forecast and people were
keen to get going. While we
were eating breakfast it
turned out that there were
still concerns for the tow
plane, and it seemed unlikely
that it would be possible to
tow the twin home safely at
the end of the day. However,
Graham made a few calls and
a few checks and all seemed
good for a day’s towing.
First away were a few
singles, with Steve up in GKP
with ambitious plans for the
day, followed by Kris taking
GHU for a test flight and
Ray back in the air in GBU.
By 1130 Ben and I were up in
GMW for a good flight,
although with no decent
thermals to be found it was hard work all the way. Some good thermalling efforts from Ben resulted in a
reasonable flight, ending in a nicely executed circuit and landing.
A few more singles got away, with Tony
in GVF, Derry in GMR, Roy in GMP and
Dave F. in GON all launching. The sky was
slowly improving, and shortly after
midday Campbell was deciding whether to
take a local solo flight or head up with
me and try going further afield. In the
event he chose the latter. We towed
upwind under some reasonable looking
cloud, and released at 2000'. Despite
some good thermalling efforts from
Campbell, before too long we were down
to around 1400' to the south west of the
field and close to having to head home.
However, one last effort, and some good
skill saw Campbell catch a thermal and
get away. Before too long we were at
3000' and approaching the eastern edge
of the MBZ. As we could see a glider or two on the ridge, and we were now in reasonable lift, we headed onto
the ridge to take a look. This time the conditions were more favourable and the cloud-base much higher than
the day before. We therefore spent some time working the ridge before climbing up and heading back. This
time, with plenty of height, we managed to fit in some exercises on the way back before joining the circuit. All
in all just over an hour in the air, during which time a few more singles had launched. Next up in the twin was
Enya who was wanting to fly away from the circuit. We therefore towed east away from the field and tried to

find lift under some good looking clouds. For a while we maintained height although were unable to really gain
height. None the less we could see a glider on the ridge so decided to head over and try our luck there. In the
event Enya showed some real skill on the ridge and flew us down south of the golf ball before turning north
and heading up beyond Te Aroha and into the lift over the valley. We made a few test flights towards the
field to see whether we would be above or below final glide before heading back down towards the south.
With our hour almost up we turned north for the last time and Enya made a good call as soon as she thought
she could get back to the airfield and set off west. Some good flying saw us return over the field with height
to spare, and after a 'rapid decent' demonstration, Enya made a good landing.
No one else was
wanting to fly in
the twin, and while a
few more single
had one last flight
we starting
packing up. Just
around then,
Steve Foreman
finally returned
having been away for
a little over 5
hours, his apparently
ambitious plans
all in the bag. Well
done Steve for
yet another great
day's flying.
As expected, we
were not going
to be able to tow
back in the twin,
so it was packed into
its' trailer, and
after gathering up
many of the
various bits and
pieces, paying
our dues and saying
our farewells,
some of us were
away before
1800, leaving a small
gang who
planned to eat
dinner, relax and
head back to
Auckland
Tuesday morning. We finally got back with the twin as it was getting dark. RDW meantime had had an 'event
free' flight, delivering Graham home hours earlier. Gary was the last back with GMP, dropping the trailer
after 10 and returning the key to the main gate.
All in all a great three days of flying, and another successful club activity.

CFI Peter Thorpe adds Monday was another fine day with lots of Cu but with enough SW wind to make the
ridge work so there were lots of flights to the ridge. 18 flights for the day finishing just after 1600 so that
we could all help de-rig for the trip home. We had planned to aerotow MW back but the engine in RDW had
run roughly a couple of times during the weekend so we decided not to risk the possibility of having to land
out on the way home and put the Twin on its trailer for the trip home courtesy of Robert. We were not so
fussed about Warm Air so we let him fly home by himself, (real nice too without the baggage hanging on the
coattails). A great weekend shared by 20 members with families – great flying, great weather, great friends
– what more could we ask?
Gary Patten tells of his weekend Thanks everyone for helping make my weekend very enjoyable. I don’t think
I’ve laughed so much in a long while. Three great flights for me and one not so great.
I was supposed to convoy down with Ray, Roy & Genny, and Steve Forman, but work kept me in Auckland until
nearly 1500hrs. The first hour in traffic was slow going, still making Piako in good time. The new light truck
tyres I fitted to the trailer have made a world of difference, and that sidewall dance has gone. Diner in town
at Roy and Steve’s local with Genny and Dave Todd was the first of many.
Saturdays usual rig or rigmarole done and briefing over, it was flying time. I got away in MP after Dave in HU
and Steve In KP, Graham has me in a magic spot in no time, so good I nearly got of early. North bound on the
tails of HU and KP I seemed to arrive at their thermals as they were exiting the tops and leaving me the
dregs. We split paths I followed the cloud shadows that looked the best and eventually made it to the swamp
30km north. There I made the wrong choice and ended up down to 1800ft, scratching and chasing it took me

another half an hour to get back on track. I kept thinking I have to get the glider back for Roy and Kris. I
headed form the quarry south to the radio tower and Te Aroha, and on to the high point for a quick top up to
get home 88km later in time for Roy and
Kris to fly.
Sunday was a weather challenge to begin
with, finally we were down and ready to go.
As Piako were setting there winch up Steve
Forman and I got a wee ridge briefing from
Piako’s tow pilot. So with Derry In RDW I
was off in the every trusty and noisy MP to
the ridge. Yes it was working well I went
south to till the low cloud wall stopped me
the back north up to Te Aroha and the
Tower. With the wind being a tad to the
north I knew the last third of my joinery to
the tower would be in sink and possibly
turbulence, so I flew away from the ridge
slightly to approach the lift side turbulence
free. This worked well arriving at a low 2200ft and flying straight into 6 up easily climbing well above the
tower. I could see rain bands coming so tracked back to the high point for another top up before shooting
back home arriving south of the 28 boundary at 2000ft well clear of the winching operations and the showers
for a 94km round trip in 1 hour.
Jan’s lovely dinner was a classic evening of all mucking in, and laughter and more laughter.
Monday dawned slow by some, which seemed to frustrate a couple, but eventually we were all lined up and
ready to go. Today I wanted Roy and Kris to take MP first as to not be a glider hog, Roy was up and away while
I played wing man to the hordes. Roy returned just over an hour and a half later all smiles, and with Kris
sampling HU, MP was mine. Mental note – if you give advice you should follow it, so recommending to a lot of
people to take an extra 500ft on tow as below 2000ft it can be difficult. I get off tow early and am back
lined up on the grid ready to go again in 20….
The next launch I got away tracking
north to the ridge, tower, and nearly
the gorge. There I connected with the
cloud street that I could see the
ground shadows of approaching the
radio mast at Te Aroha, this very
good street that took me 20km out to
a small forest between Tahuna and
Tauhei and back. Just north of the
Radio tower on the upwind side there
was a stonker of a thermal 8 plus up
which took me to 5100 for my trip
south. MP has a hideous high pitch
squeal from 60/65knot to 80knots so
you want to fly slow or fast, I chose
slow and high enjoying the view all the
way back down to the Golf ball and
back. Then from the high point I flowed another cloud street back arriving at 4000ft. To burn height I
tracked west to nearly the green lands, back to Waharoa then just north west of the downwind joining point.
Now at 2200ft I thought some lazy turns to burn some height, when beeb beeb beeb beeb beeb, so up to
80knots and weight, I’m still going up laughing to myself. A few figure eights to break away then a spiral dive
down to circuit height had me back on the ground 2.5hours later and 138km.

It was fantastic sharing the air with so many gliders and the chatter between Dury, Taupo, and Matamata.
Some very strong thermals topped off with a working ridge, and good company – Just bliss

Steve Foreman also had a good weekend and shares his experiences)
Saturday I had Set a task to test my skills or lack of, Dave Todd joined in, The first 5 mins I was able to
keep up but while I was still climbing he would shoot off into the distant eventually I would catch up when he
waited. the highlight for me was at Te Aroha, had the race course lined up to land out I was at 980ft instead
of heading to the race course I decided to get a bit closer to the hill which turned out great as I was able to
climb back up to a decent height to join Dave again who kindly waited 35min for me to get back up. clocked up
3hours 22min
Sunday
Flat tyre no fly for me. Thanks to Derry for the tuition How to change a flat tyre Part 1
Part 2 show Hawkeye how to change a flat tyre again
Monday
Keen to get started and fly so was first off
the grid, got on the ridge and headed for
Te Aroha again pushed out to the swamp
but was raining and turned back gave it
another go but still no luck for me so
headed back to Te Aroha, with a cloud
street heading out to Morrinsville I
followed it out…it was very easy to see
the street on the ground at 5000ft ..I
headed south jumping cloud to cloud and
took a street back to the ridge over Te Poi
and did a few laps of the ridge for
some OLC points. 5hr 10min while it was a
long flight I need to work on my speed
next! Maybe at Taupo

Talking to Ross Gaddes Auckland Club had
15 Gliders out around the swamp and some
further south on Monday with 4 or 5 land
outs.
After 4 days holding the Old Mug it will
now be passed on to Ray I think he is keen
to drink goat’s milk from it
OLC has started another years scoring we
should all record our flights no matter
how small and it’s a great place just to
keep record of your flights.
What a brilliant weekend it was great we
all pushed ourselves a little extra and was
a confidence boost for us all the weather
was better than expected and cloud bases of 5000ft superb, the land of the long white cloud. The laughs at
the Sunday night dinner were a stand out as well.

What is that thing?
I thought we had eaten
all of them.
Grass is way better

TAILPIECE CFI Peter Thorpe gets the last word
Last week in Warm Air there was a little bit of inadvertent misinformation which I need to correct. The MBZ
at Whenuapai (and everywhere else) only applies to uncontrolled airspace, in other words, when the tower is
OFF watch. When the tower is on watch the WP control zone becomes Class D controlled airspace and we all
do as the controller says so five minute radio calls are not required because he can see the position of all
gliders from the transponder returns. If you are soaring in the local area, an Ops Normal call to Glider Base
every 30 minutes is still a good thing to do so that the duty instructor knows what is happening. When the
tower is off watch the airspace reverts to Class G uncontrolled airspace and then the MBZ rules apply. If you
look at the VNC chart of the WP control zone included in the Pilot Information Folder you will see a text box
near Muriwai Beach that spells out the rules for the MBZ.
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ROSTER BELOW including part of November
DUTY ROSTER FOR AUGUST, SEPTEMBER, OCTOBER 2013
Month

Date
26

Time
am
pm

Duty Pilot
C Hall

Instructor
P Thorpe

Tow Pilot
G Lake

27

am
pm
am
pm
am
pm
am
pm
am
pm
am
pm
am
pm
am
pm

G Patten

R Carswell

R Brookes

G Healey

I Woodfield

G Lake

B Hocking

L Page

C Rook

B Mawhinney

R Burns

R Brookes

E McPherson

P Coveney

R Carswell

I O’Keefe

I Woodfield

P Thorpe

T O’Rourke

S Wallace

D Belcher

K Pillai

P Thorpe

G Lake

LABOUR
WEEKEND
28
NOV

2
3
9
10
16
17

Notes

